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Student finds success 
in owning own business. 
Page 7 
Fierce rE;) 
Football Panthers face o~ ~ 
of toughest schedules in nafion.J~t~ · ~/; 
Page 12 ~---~ 
New curriculum 'more focused' 
edian Carrot Top drew a crowd of more than 600 to Dvorak 
err Hall Wednesday in the first of a series of comedians sched-
by the University Board. Eastern was one of 70 universities 
•ed in his current tour. See story on page 5. 
By CHRIS SEPER 
Administration editor 
Incoming freshmen will be the 
first to experience Eastern 's new 
General Education Curriculum, 
designed to bring more definition 
to the overall college education. 
"The difference between this 
program is the requirements are 
much more focused and refined," 
said Steve Whitley, director of 
general education. "The faculty, 
through the Council on Academic 
Affairs, were really strict in deter-
mining the things that they felt a 
graduate of this university should 
know." 
Broken down into nine concen-
trations and requiring 40 to 46 
semester hours, the General 
Education Core demands nine 
hours of language, three hours of 
quantatative reasoning, six hours 
of human behavior, social interac-
tion and well-being, six hours of 
cultural experience, eight hours of 
scientific awareness, three hours 
of foundations civilization, three 
hours of U.S. constitution, zero to 
six hours of foreign language and 
two hours of senior seminar. 
Former requirements called for 
43 hours from eight different 
groupings. 
Differences in the two core's 
are both obvious and subtle, 
Whitley said. A U.S. Constitution 
class was the major addition to 
the new list of requirements, 
where in the past students were 
able to take a separate class and 
ater may have lower lead 
may be too early to say if 
sive lead levels in Charles-
drinking water discovered last 
th pose a serious, citywide 
but the problem took local 
· s by surprise and ultimately 
the treatment plant superin-
t's resignation. 
wever, more recent develop-
and tests appear to indicate a 
variance of test results - many 
acceptable standards - fol-
a second round of testing by 
· ate firm. For the time being, 
ng Water Treatment Plant 
·ntendent Mark Donnelley 
Charleston 's water remains 
and does not violate any state 
ough the IEPA tests are not 
en halfway complete, Mayor 
Lanman and Public Prop-
Commissioner Bruce Scism 
said the word last month sur-
d them and former Water 
tment Plant Superintendent 
k Sherman said he couldn't 
ulate on what full results 
reveal later this year. 
berman initially blamed the 
'ngs on outdated piping with 
solder in a few isolated testing 
He said any problems causing 
-than-normal lead levels are 
found in pipes like those and not in 
Lake Charleston, the city's public 
water supply south of town. 
"We're in the middle of a testing 
program," he said. "It's hard to 
explain why this is happening 
because you could get another 
reading tomorrow and, depending 
on the temperature or if you g~t a 
new faucet or flushed a fire hydrant 
nearby, you could get a different 
level. I was really surprised these 
came back as high as they did - I 
never thought we had a problem." 
Results of the first tests taken 
under new federal clean water 
guidelines found unhealthy levels 
of lead in the drinking water of 
almost 40 Illinois communities, 
including Charleston, Danville and 
Decatur, according to the state 
Environmental Protection Agency. 
The city-chose 60 out of 120 
sites from which to take samples to 
send to the IEPA as part of the 
agency's community test through-
out the state for lead and copper 
levels. 
Of those 60 sites, nine tested 
over the permissible limit. State 
standards allow for six sites out of 
all the test samples to contain 
abnormally high amounts of lead. 
Those high-level samples con-
tained lead ranging from 40 to 70 
parts per billion - as much as 55 
parts more than newly established 
limits. 
The more recent analysis by a 
private firm showed only two of 
those same samples with elevated 
lead levels. Six came back with 
less-than-detectable levels and one 
showed detectable lead but in an 
amount beneath accepted federal 
standards. 
"We do have faith in the IEPA 
test," Donnelley said. "With this 
(the private testing) we just tried to 
show the wide variability of tests. I 
want to stress that on the whole, the 
water is considered safe to drink in 
all categories." 
He added the city is not in any 
violation of standards unless tests 
done next month also come back in 
violation. 
Cities found in violation have six 
months to improve water quality 
before the end of the second testing 
period. The IEPA will test the same 
sites in late September to complete 
the federal EPA study and will 
probably then test annually. 
A week after the IEPA's 
announcement, Sherman resigned 
his job after 27 years, citing person-
al reasons. He said the lead disclo-
sure "had something to do" with 
his decision but was not the sole 
factor. 
Lanman appointed Assistant 
Superintendent Mark Donnelley as 
• Continued on page 2 
1989-90 Catalog New General Education Core 
Requirement 
EnglisM ,1002' 
Sp~ ~ ~ 
f""' Mathe~tics 
Hum qitieS' 
Math/Science-, 
Social SfUdie_s,, . 
Health Studl.es- 1~,,,. . _ 
Senior ~eminar 2 7 
~~_ .... / __ 
TOTAL 43 
test out of it. 
The reason for the 40 to 46 
hour fluctuation is because of the 
foreign language requirement. 
Freshman who have taken foreign 
language in high school can be 
exempt from those six credits. 
"We all appreciate that the col-
lege major is a way of preparing 
someone for an entry level posi-
tion," Whitley said. "But we also 
agree that every college graduate 
should be educated to be capable 
of becoming a responsible, con-
tributing citizen." 
Diversity plays a bigger role in 
the selection of required courses, 
Whitley said. In the case of 
human behavior, social interac-
tion and well -being, students 
must take courses in two of three 
different class clusters. 
The same can be shown in cul-
tural experience requirements, 
where students are required to 
take one fine arts class and either 
40-46 
a literature or philosophy course. 
"We've tried to develop the 
general education requirements 
into a pattern of 'life-long learn-
ing,"' he said, pointing to critical 
thinking and continued develop-
ment of writing skills. 
In the past, students would 
only take fine arts classes, 
Whitley said. 
Subtle changes come in basic 
requirement classes like English 
1002 and Speech 1310, where 
Whitley said respective changes 
will involve a deeper emphasis on 
writing and a greater attention 
paid to interpersonal communica-
tion. 
The curriculum's nine priorities 
of education are: literacy, reason-
ing ability, quantitative analysis, 
historical consciousness, scientif-
ic awareness, social responsibili-
ty, aesthetic literacy, multi-cultur-
al awareness and intellectual 
curiosity. 
Union contract talks 
underwaYfor1992-93 
By SUSAN KIEL 
Student government editor 
Contract negotiations continued 
Wednesday between the Univer-
sity Professionals of Illinois teach-
ers union and the Board of Gover-
nors, beginning what last year 
turned into a near-strike situation. 
This year's negotiations con-
cern the second year of a three-
year contract, but the only thing 
being discussed at the negotiations 
is a base wage increase, said 
Michelle Brazell, BOG spokes-
woman. 
"Our bargaining team and the 
union's bargaining team have 
exchanged proposals," Brazell 
said. "But at this stage we cannot 
discuss what those proposals con-
tained." 
Negotiations began at Gover-
nors State on Tuesday and will 
continue through the end of the 
week. 
The five schools controlled by 
the BOG are Eastern, Western, 
Northeastern Chicago State and 
Governors State. 
_Eastern 's UPI representative 
Laurent Gosselin, currently in the 
negotiations with the BOG, could 
not be reached for comment. 
"We're not far enough along 
right now to know how long the 
negotiations will last," Brazell 
said. "So far things are going 
smoothly, but it's still early. 
However, I'm not anticipating any 
problems like last year." 
Last year, the UPI and the BOG 
w.ere involved in a· negotiations 
standstill past.Thanksgiving, final-
ly using a mediator to resolve the 
talks and put a halt to an often 
threatened faculty strike. 
"They will decide tomorrow if 
they need to keep going next week 
or not," Brazell said. "It would be 
nice to have a settlement this 
week." 
A memo issued by UPI on Aug. 
24 stated that at the preliminary 
negotiations on Aug. 6, the BOG 
presented "a disappointingly low 
salary proposal," citing the cost of 
the equity package as a limiting 
factor. 
Chief negotiator for UPI, Mary 
Ann Abella of Chicago State 
University, stated in the memo 
that "the Board seems to have 
confused the carrying out of last 
year's equity package with this 
year's salary increase. Our mem-
bers understand that even though 
•Continued on page 2 . 
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Union 
•Continued from page 1 
both are part of this year 's total 
cost, they are separate, distinct 
increases and serve different pur-
poses." 
Brazell pointed out that the 
BOG did not receive any money 
this year for salary increases. 
" Any salary increase agreed 
upon will have to come from real-
locations, meaning we' ll have to 
take the money from somewhere 
else," Brazell said. 
Members of UPI have been 
calling for a cutback in adminis-
trative salaries. 
THIRSTY'S 
Q.B's 
Lead 
added he needs to discuss details + Continued from page 2 
acting superintendent, saying he with Scism be.fore any official 
would wait a month or more appointment can take place. 
If the water does not test lower 
before deciding what steps to take in the second round of tests, the 
toward a permanent replacement. 
Donnelley said the .city has city may have to begin a public 
using the water. 
" If they (the residents) are 
alarmed, they should let their tap 
run for 15 or 20 seconds unti 1 
there is a noticeable change in 
temperature," Sherman said. 
"That way they ' re getting water 
from the outside." 
LONGNECKS-75<t; 
70 oz. 
PITCHERS $1.75 
offered . him the . job and he education program to warn resi-
t,.xpre ~ed~futere: l in. taking it, but dents of the water conditions and 
.• ~ ............ ~'-:~·) .~ :,··, '.~ · .• , ·,,'\ . Ji,~~· to d~al with "the lead levels in 
..... .... -.: 
SUBS SO FAST 
YOU'LL FREAK® 
JIMMY JOHN'S 
"WE'LL BRING EM TO YA." 
11 AM-2 PM 
4 PM-2 AM 
345-1075 
YOUR MOM WANTS YOU TO EAT AT JIMMY JOHN'S 
:C COPYRIGHT 1983 JIMMY JOHN'S INC. 
rll\ 
PANTHER 
'LOUNGE 
---
'-:-1 PITCHERS 
! ·s·a·· n· :-- . 'I- I -. 
.· ... 
THINK SPRING BREAK 
., 
. GET THE BEST 
SEATS & RATES 
TO 
SOUTH PADRE 
MARCH 20-27 
$180.ig 
C HARLESTON T RAVEL 345-7731 
THE #1 MOVIE IN AMERICA! 
"TWO ENTHUSIASTIC THUMBS UP!" 
.. SISKt:L & lll~RT 
WHITE MEN 
CAN'T JUMP 
-------------HOT DOGS 1 Oct 
New Dance Floor New Light Show 
I T ' S 
ABOUT 
T I M E 
YOU HAD 
SOME 
R E A L 
F U N ! 
Friday, August 28 
Grand Ballroom 
9 p.m.- 1 a.m. 
$1 w/l.D. 
T-Shirt and Tour 
Button Giveaway! 
COORS LONGNECKS 
White Men Can't Jump 
8 P.M. Grand Ballroom 
$1Jl!2 admission with ID 1111. 1111 Human Potential 
Stoli Mixer szso 
Pool s1 zs per hour 
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·RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS 
MY DEGREE GOT ME TBE IOERVIEW. 
ARMY ROTC GOT ME TBE JOB. 
Things got pretty competitive for this job. I'm sure 
my college degree and good grades kept me in the 
running. But in the end it was the leadership and 
management experience I got through Army ROTC 
that won them over. 
You can begin to develop impressive leadership 
skills with an Army ROTC elective. Register now 
without obligation. 
i 
ARMYROTC 
TIE SMARTEST COU.EGE · 
COURSE YOU CAN TUE. 
Contact CPT. Cliff Messman 
at 581-5944 for more information 
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Racism main topic of forum IT'S O.K. 
l'M WITH THE BAND!! By TONYA THOMAS 
Staff writer 
"The Good, The Bad and The 
Dirt," a forum of the various 
jssues minorities face here at 
Eastern, produced some questions 
and answers of what \,harleston is 
1 about for some students. 
The forum introduced the pan-
lists who were to answer any 
uestions minority students may 
ve about the school and com-
unity. The panel consisted of 
bert Allan and Lillian Marks of 
Black Greek Council, Patricia 
cClure .from the University 
d, Elecia Dexter, vice presi-
t of the Black Student Union, 
sidence Hall Assistant Kevin 
ans and Evette Pearson, associ-
ate news editor from The Daily 
Eastern News. 
Students were welcomed by 
Vegletta Lewis who introduced 
the speaker for the discussion. 
Aaron Bell, president of the BSU, 
was the master of ceremonies for 
the forum, as he brought up vari-
ous issues, concerns and anxieties 
many students have. 
Racism was the main subject of 
the discussion, · involving how to 
handle racist situations if they 
were to arise and exactly who to 
see about the problem. Another 
issue that was raised was the 
community. Some students were 
concerned about racist sentiments 
that exist in Charleston as a 
whole. 
"If there is a problem you can 
615 Monroe ·North Side Square • 348-8223 
t 1 a.m. to 10 p.m. • 7 Days a Week • Carry-out Available 
Jim East, Owner 
APPETIZERS 
Custom made omelettes 
.': .. 
,1 
. ~·:­
.... 
DINNER 
Shrimp, Chicken Breast, 
Italian made from scratch, 
Spaghetti, &. Lasagna 
DESSERTS 
Ask what special desserts 
are being offered. 
DRINKS 
Ask about our flavored coffees 
Beer&. Wine coming soon. 
WE'LL SOON BE omRJNG 
DAILY LUNCH&.. DINNER 
SPECIALS 
.;. ~ , . 
• 
• 
__,,.. 
take it up with the judicial board, 
which handles situations with 
individual students, faculty or 
administrative body," McClure 
said. 
Another particular issue dis-
cussed was academics. Some 
social organizations require a cer-
tain grade point average. 
"It's illegal to have someone 
who is not up to the academic 
requirements in fraternities and 
sororities," said. Allen, when 
asked of the consequences for 
low grade point averages. The 
panelists mentioned that grades 
are important and are definitely 
an issue for some students. 
.Panelists continued to answer 
questions on finances , housing, 
relationships and social life. 
THE 1992 PANTHER MARCHING BAND 
PERFORMS FOR ALL HOME GAMES, ONE AWAY GAME AND 
FOR THE CHICAGO BEARS HOME OPENER AT SOLDIER FIELD. 
THE CONCERT BANDS AND JAZZ BANDS 
PERFORM ON CAMPUS THROUGHOUT THE SEMESTER. 
IF YOU PLAY A BAND INSTRUMENT, OR HAVE BEEN A 
MEMBER OF YOUR HIGH SCHOOL FLAG OR DRILL TEAM, 
CALL 581-2622 OR 581-3010 TODAY, OR STOP BY FINE 
. . ARTS ROOM 35 
BE A PART OF IT! MEET PEOPLE, PERFORM, AND 
RECEIVE FULL CREDIT 
"The place to be on Thursday" 
25~ drafts 
(Only cold, premium quality draft beer) 
$1 bottles 
(Bud, Bud Light, Lite, MGD) 
$1 Shooter Specials 
25tt Hot Dogs and Jalapeno Sausage 
-
_. 
-
-
o!~; Eastern News What is a true blue pro-lifer to do? 
OPINION 
The double-talking dance of 
the 1992 Presidential campaign 
continues, and while abortion Is 
yet again the slam-dance topic 
for both the candidates, the 
death penalty has been relegat-
ed the role of wallflower. 
It has been a sad time for 
death penalty opponents. Bush 
Is agreeing with Clinton, Dem-
Usually by this point, a "womb-to-tomb" pro-IU 
could turn to the tiebreaker: the death penalty. And 
If this was a year true to form, Clinton would 
against the death penalty and Bush would be t 
Easy choice, Clinton wins in the tie break wit 
excellent social programs. Yippee, Bill! 
But left without the death penalty litmus test 
even out the score, Bill leaves all of the pro-Ii 
believing, left-wing-leaning voters hanging on t 
edge. 
page ocrats and Republicans now Chris Some may say big deal. What's a bunch screwed In the head democratic pro-lifers 
messed up republican pro-choicer going to make 
the long run. But In an election that should g 
down to the wire, the minor factions like pro-II 
lefties and pro-choice rightles could make a big di 
ference. 
walking hand In hand - both Seper 
saying that the death penalty is _._ ____ _ 
right. 
Editorials represent the opinion 
of the editorial board. Columns 
are the opinion of the author. 
THURSDAY, AUGUST 27 I 1992 
Students learn 
quick lessons in 
tuition increases 
And while the more tasteless Clinton supporters 
carry buttons that say, ".Abort Bush In the First 
Term," the death penalty iss~e has seemingly 
already faced the electric chair. Coming down the 
home stretch of an election high on emotion, what 
is the true, blue, pro-lifer to do? 
For both Bush and Clinton, statements of pro-life 
and pro-choice are marred by clashing sentiments 
and actions. 
Even though he stays strong on pro-life, Bush 
leaves little hope for the children once they leave 
the womb. As the majority of women who have 
abortions come from poor, lower class homes, the 
most those children have been able to look forward 
to under the Bush administration is a fire-gutted 
neighborhood and their seven-year life expectancy 
to end with a stray bullet. 
Abortion will probably not even remain a natl 
al issue. Previous decisions by the Supreme Co 
only point to the states making the decision on 
will choose and who will lose. Ironically, the s 
state-to-state fight that now goes on with the dea 
penalty will probably shape the abortion battl 
throwing priest bashing yuppies and the gorll 
warfare tactics of Operation Rescue. 
A look at Illinois colleges shows a lesson 
in _increases. For the past few years, Eastern 
and its Midwest counterparts have been The flip-side of the issue is equally unattractive. 
But as of now, the rhetoric and the emotion 
abortion are stuck in the presidential campaign 
the dance goes on. And while Bush pumm 
congress, Clinton sets his sights on the presid 
and Perot (who was no better on either issue) 
thankfully disappeared from the race, the on 
question that has stayed steady in all these issues 
one ... faced with rising costs to attend. 
This year, an average increase of 10.6 
percent in tuition was coupled by a 3.8 
percent increase in fees and room and 
board. The increases have students paying 
While the Democratic social programs could 
resurect downtrodden neighborhoods and neglect-
.ed racial issues, Clinton trades the stray bullet for 
the surgeon's scalpel and tunes down the life 
expectancy to just a few prenatal months with the 
stand of abortion on demand. 
ls there truly a choice? 
Chris Seper is administration editor and gu 
columnist for The Daily Eastern News. 
anywhere from $270 to $300 a year. 
It would seem like small change, but for 
some of the students that go to Eastern -
the cheapest school in 
Editorial the state - $300 may as 
------well be $3000. 
;-- W~ ~ll-.. ~-iHGreases -stop? Unfortu-
nately, it would seem not any time soon .. 
Despite a sound budget compiled by Gov. 
Jim Edgar and the General Assembly, 
Illinois' colleges will probably face an 
increase for inflation alone - probably 3 to 4 
percent. 
But even in the best scenario and for 
some strange reason the budget came out 
on the positive side for Illinois, universities 
like Eastern , Illinois State and Western are 
all low on the priority list for increased 
funding. 
The only question that would remain 
now is how long can the less-privileged 
students hold out? While financial aid will 
receive approximately $292,000 from the V. t 
$1,494,700 Eastern gets from the .•.~O~U~r~.u~r.n~·-·.·~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~­
increased tuition, plans to cut into financial 
aid have already been made. Has the idea Pearson's idea 
. ~~~::t0:~-~~1e .. ~~g.::: .ed~~;ti_~:~.:.e~:e~-. ~·~ ~~of :a~ problem is 
: ·-Tll~~ a.r~ ~wa~~4m:bJeS:.ihat.uttempt to w" a>y·-< o'' ff b .,. . ' counter~rising college costs. More students aSlS 
could take out student-loans, attempt to Dear editor: 
obtain grants, get a school-time job along I would like to respond the , 
with working all summer. But, Joans usually Evette Pearson's article on Aug. 
25, 1992. First of all, your refer-
only add debt to the debted, student grants ence to minorities should be a 
already have students knocking down their specific reference to black hairdos. 
door and school-time jobs may·soon be out Other minorities hair is not as . 
with the next budget axe. unique and difficult to style as 
Ill II b your own. Employing 'someone inois wi e running on a weak pulse who is educated on black hair 
for the next few years, and college students styles is not an economically prof-
will be one of many people that will suffer. itable business decision. 
With no end to increases in sight, The majority of people that 
increased financial relief from the university work and patronize hair salons in 
Charleston do not share needs 
looking minimal and the economy crawling such as your own. With blacks 
towards recovery, there is only one thing making up less than 7 percent of 
students can do - bear it. It is either higher- the student population, how can 
priced education or no education at all. you expect Charleston to put your 
While the latter of the two ideas is the most hair on their list of priorities? 
In response to your comment 
frightening, for now, these are the only about crime stoppers reports 
ones available. there is not a bottom line. They 
- · --- --- ----- ----·------ --- ----------- ---- ---·--ar-e-not pre]uaice·C:t.-They ·m-erely 
convey to the public what has 
been reported to them . 
It so happens that the descrip-
' ' . 
_tion of the accused are not dis-
Gtiminating. They are reported as 
witnessed and some happen to be 
black. 
I thought the editors prided 
themselves with better and more 
important concerns about human-
ity than, "I can't find someone to 
do my hair." 
With starving, homeless people 
struggling day to day just to stay 
alive, I would think you would 
devote your time and paper space 
to more constructive opinions. 
Here are a few suggestions to 
aid you in your responsibility as 
editor: education, environment, 
homeless. health concerns, etc .... 
These are issues that deserve 
space in a newspaper. 
Lett~r Policy 
', , 
The Daily Eastern News en 
ages letters to the editor conce 
any local, state, national or int 
tional issue. 
Letters should be less than 
words. For the letter to be pri 
the name of the author, in additi 
the author's address and telep 
number, must be included. 
Anonymous letters will no 
printed. 
Guest Column poli 
The Daily Eastern News en 
ages readers to submit g 
columns concerning any topi 
issue that my be relevant to 
readership. 
Columns should be restrict 
less than three typewritten do 
spaced pages. 
In the future, please use your 
experience and credibility as asso-
ciate editor to convey your opin-
ion in a way that all students can 
benefit. 
Guest columns normally ap 
every Thursday and will be publi 
Chris Juracka at the discretion of the edito 
.... . ..... - i 
James Martinez page editor and the editor 
• • L - A . .A~ . #,_ ... A.i.. ...... _..._ .... ~crirei=~,. ~· .i. 4.-c ...J.,....., • ...'..Jo.-L ~ 
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Carrot Top sells out Dvorak . sf TE.D's sf By SHERYL LARSON Staff writer 
Comedian Carrot Top performed 
for a sold ou~ Dvorak Concert Hall 
crowd Wednesday night after arriv-
. g almost an hour late due to plane 
qouble in St Louis. 
Eastern students stood elbow to 
elbow in the humid concert hall 
bby, waiting to purchase tickets 
see the comedian's act. 
Carrot Top, who has beeh fea-
red on MTV's ''Half Hour 
omedy Hour," has been touring 
iversities nationwide. 
The crowd greeted Carrot Top · 
ho opened his act by saying, "I 
just landed at Charleston 
International Airport _- I asked the 
pilot if we were in Charleston, and 
he saict 'close enough.'" 
He also delivered some one-lin-
ers. "I was watching TV and saw 
that the host of 20/20 wears glass-
es," Carrot Top said. 
When he wasn't pulling out 
props from his flowered chests, he 
was attacking things such as the 
college rule of no hot plates in stu-
dents' rooms. 
"Down the hall there was-a room 
full of guys drinking and smoking, 
the stereo blasting and women 
going in and out," Carrot Top said. 
"At 3 a.m. an R.A. knocked on my 
ondition of accident 
ictirn u,Pgr~d.~d :to .. QO'od, 
One Eastern student was released 
the hospital Wednesday while 
er remained in good condition 
suffering serious injuries in a 
accident west of town Monday 
mitiomnnn. 
Christopher Cougill, 20, of 
leston, was discharged from 
h Bush Lincoln Health Care 
ter after he and the driver, Guy 
. Usher, 21, of Olney, were 
volved in a two-car accident 
onday on the Westfield Road. 
er was upgraded Wednesday 
fair to good condition. 
Cougill suffered from broken 
s in his hand and Usher sus-
a broken nose and missing 
The driver of the other car, 
en R. Stansfield, 33, of rural 
leston remained in critical con-
· .dition Wednesday at Carle Care 
Hospital in Urbana. His passenger 
Jack W. Harris, 32, also of Charles-
ton, was upgraded from critical to 
serious condition Wednesday. 
Cougill and Usher were driving 
westbound on Westfield Road at 
County Road 1925 Monday at 
about 1 :30 p.m. when Usher appar-
ently saw Stansfield's vehicle 
approaching in the westbound lane. 
The Coles County Sheriff's 
Department said the accident 
occurred when both drivers swer-
ved to miss each other at the last 
minute and collided head-on. 
Stansfield was cited for improper 
lane usage while Usher was cited 
for driving in the wrong lane. 
The sheriff's department said it 
had no further details on why 
Stansfield was in the other lane 
Wednesday, but expects to com-
plete a full investigation later this 
week. 
BELL'S FLOWER CORNER 
DOZEN RED ROSES ~ 
$14.95 WRAPPED 
$ 19.95 VASED 
DOZEN SWEETHEART ROSES 
$ 13.95 VASED 
1335 MONROE 345-3919 
UNIVERSI1Y THEATRE 
UNIFIED AUDITIONS 
for 
Fall Semester 1992 
Unified Auditions will be held 
for 
THE EFFECTS OF 
GAMMA RAYS ON 
MAN-IN-THE-MOON 
MARIGOLDS 
ANTIGONE 
at 7 p.m.-- Monday) August 31 
and 
at 7 p.m. Tuesday) Sept. 1 
Call 581-3110 for information 
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door and said, 'What's going on in 
there?' I said, 'Nothing!' And he 
said, 'Bull, we can smell the 
soup!'" 
"All I wanted to do was make 
some dinner," Carrot Top added. 
TONIGHT ~ 
~·e~·s 
NO COVER 
Sophomore Matt Giordano and 
freshman Geoff Maier, who 
watched the show from the aisle, 
gave Carrot Top's act, "two thumbs 
up." 
"It was a good show for a good $1 QQ Mixed· Drink _Specials $1 50 Pitchers ' price," Maier added. · 
D.j. -- Steve Hope 
. 
, . 
-o 'pening comic Eric Godfrey 
warmed up the crowd with a vari-
ety of jokes attacking obesity and 
New Kids On the Block singer 
Donnie Wahlberg. 
·--------·------------· Students struck I ... , ( Mf:DIUM, (~ ,~T~·~. ·;----1 ;-;-.;:~ - · I . . .. : ._ 1 _ • • ~· r ·· ,::; ;fnCBRuHd _ Qy .,C,a~; WJ:i_il~; :,~''," ~·:,_;· =~~· sAtrS.A ~D&.Ctt· HESE?1 
cross1ng1 street·-· ., -. 1 · " -~ ·· -· . - · · 1 
One Eastern student re- I PIZZA ... TO GO! I 
mained hospitalized in fair con- I I 
dition Wednesday after she and I Now at Monical's, get a Med. (14") I 
her roommate were struck by a I Thin Crust Sausage & Cheese Pizza... I 
vehicle while crossing Fourth I $5 95 I Street Tuesday night. I Just . • I 
Gina L. Dupriest and Zaklina I Plus Tax I 
Bakic, both of 125 Pemberton I I 
Hall, were struck by a vehicle • $7.45 with a Large (16~) Pizza 
driven by Troy Ban Odonley of I 
472 Taylor Hall. The accident I Good 7 Daya/Wee~ with I 
occurred while the two pedestri- I Carry-Out/Delivery thru 9/27/92. I 
ans were walking on the south I Limit 1 o pizzas per coupon. I 
crosswalk near the i.ntersection 1- Additional toppings @ I 
of Fourth Street and Lincoln I regular charge. I 
~rn~. I I 
Bakic received only minor I 
injuries. Dupriest was transport- I Charleston 11 
ed to Sarah Bush Lincoln Health 90918th Street 
Center where she underwent I 348-7515 I 
emergency room treatment and I I 
was later admitted. I Present this coupon when picking up order. I 
Neither Odonley nor his two ••••••••••••••••••••••• 
passengers were injured. 
·' 
ONCAMPUSa rt y's 
TODAY'S LUNCH SPECIAL: Hoagy Steak w/grilled 
onions& peppers w /Fries 
$2.49 
other menu items: Italian beef, burgers, chicken, onion 
rings & more! 
1~ Bottles (all day, all nite) 
*tonite* $1 cheese fries 
FRIE BUR---ER 
' CHOCOLATES AND .JELLIES CALORIES, CARBO.S 
ALL NIAKE NICE BELLIES. 
BUT IF YOU GOT TIME 
TO FOLLOW THIS RHYME YOU SHOULD 
BE AWARE MY DOUGH BECOMES AIR 
VVHEN VC>U DINE 
A.T C>NE C>F IVIV DELIS! 
JIMMY JOHN·s 
GOURMET SUBS 
YOUR MOM WANTS YOU TO EAT AT JIMMY JOHN'S 
© COPYRIGHT 1992 JIMMY JOHN'S INC . 
6 Thursday, August2 7, 1997. •• The Dally Eastern Ne 
Student gets music store dream RUSH By MELANIE McCLAIN 
Staff writer 
Eastern student Kirby Johnson 
found his own "Miracle on Fourth 
Street." 
After dreaming of owning a 
record store for the past few years, 
Positively Fourth Street Records, 
located at 40 I Lincoln, opened for 
business Monday with Johnson as 
the owner. 
Currently working on a bache-
lor's degree in business, Johnson 
began marketing, researching and 
planning for his business last April. 
"Last summer I started doing 
research to find out what the break-
ing points would be," Johnson said. 
"I went and visited about 50 record 
stores. I picked out things I liked 
about them, what I didn't like 
about them and how they did 
things. I took a little bit of this and 
that and put it into my store." 
Positively Fourth Street Records 
is the first record store Charleston 
has hosted. Johnson said he intends 
to make his store positively unique. 
"You're always going to have 
your top 40 and country, but I 
made a conscious effort to put in 
alternative music and I've opened 
up a new dance section this week 
with rap, techno, house and indus-
trial music," said Johnson, who 
offers the only import section in the 
area. 
To meet the needs of students, 
Johnson has been working on a 
plan that is both economical and 
efficient. "A lot of students don't 
have a lot of money. I don't feel 
like I have to charge kids 15 dollars 
fora CD. 
"It's not a Best Buy, but a Best 
Buy will never be me," Johnson 
said. 
Although Positively Fourth 
Street Records is not a Best Buy, 
Johnson claims that his store offers 
more for the customer. 
· "I bought a computer to search 
things quicker and I've made an 
effort to concentrate on customer 
service," he said. "I can match 
names with people. It has their 
name, address, the music they like. 
We can send you a flier and a card 
with a number with the new releas-
es that you'd like. If you like blues, 
I'll send you blues. If you have 
your card on certain days you can 
get discounts." 
Additionally throughout the 
year, Johnson plans to have, "EIU 
appreciation days," where students 
can get a 10 percent discount on 
items. "My theory is that I have 
I 0,000 bosses, and this is their 
record store." 
What do students think about 
Charleston's first record store? 
"I thought the place was kind of 
small, but they had more titles than 
other places such as Tokens with 
cheaper prices. But (they did not 
have) the same quantity as other 
record stores that are national 
chains," said freshman Matt 
Rickher. 
To accomodate freshmen in the 
winter, Johnson is going to try 
delivering merchandise to those in 
Carman Hall. 
"Freshmen don't have cars. It's 
that simple. I wanted to try some-
thing totally different and unique. It 
will depend on the weather. When 
it's 20 degrees, zero or below zero 
and you want to get a new release, 
I'm ready to deliver." 
Unlike most record stores, 
Johnson added features to his store 
to make it comfortable for people 
of all ages. 
"My dad and me made every-
thing in here out of wood. I didn't 
like going into stores that were all 
commercialized. I've got some 
taste in here, and I'd like to stick 
with that," he said. 
SIGMA PI 
CHAPTER ACCOMPLISHMENTS 
*1991-92 Intramural Champions 
*1992 Greek Week Overall Champions 
*1992 Greek Week Sportsmanship 
Award 
*1962-1991 Best Homecoming Float 
*1991 Winner of the President's 
Accommodation Award for most 
Outstanding Chapter 
*Three time recipient of the Gran 
Sages Award for the Most 
Outstanding Sigma Pi Chapter 
Internationally 
*Honorable Mention for the 
Presidential Award for Chapter 
Excellence 
FOR RUSH INFO. & RIDES 
CALL 345-9523 
"Brotherhood Above the Norm" 
Welcome Back 
Your Sweetheart 
with our Sweetheart· 
Roses SpeciaU 
One Dozen w/ vase 
$15.95 Sounds of Jamaica -
Tropical Drink Specials . Two Dozen w/vase 
$21.95 8:00 - 1 :00 
Noble Flower Shop 'These guys have 
dreadlocks down to 
their butts. II a~~ 
503 Jefferson 
North of the Post Office 
345-7007 
We can help 
you find 
lVl.C> l'J"E-Y 
FC>R. 
COLLEGE 
Every Student is Eligible 
for Financial Aid ... 
I • -" \ JM 
• Comprebelislve Databue-:OVer 200,000 llstlngs represent 
over $10 bllllon In private sector flnandal aid. 
• Easy to Use-we match up students to awards based on Infor-
mation provided Including career plans, family heritage, and 
academic Interests. 
• Unique Awards-our research department has located schol-
arships for golf caddies, left-handed students, cheerleaders, 
non-smokers and more. 
• Gurantee--we will find at least seven sources of private sec-
tor aid, or we will refund your money. 
For more Information and our FREE brochure, please 
complete and mail the coupon below. 
Please send FREE scholarship In 
I Name I 
I Address I 
Oty State Zip--IYear In School I 
IPhone (_) I 
IMau To: Scholarships Plus I 
I 2039 Mckinley Dr. I 
L---~~~~~~~------~ 
University Board presents 
the 1992-93 
~rts Series 
Lectures 
60's Rock: "When the Music Mattered" • Barry Drake , September 17 
"The Beauty Myth" - Naomi Wolf, October 22 
"Gay Marriage: A Civil Right" - Craig Dean It Patrick Gill, January 21 
"Abortion Rights"· Janet Benshoof, March 4 
(>~~ 7 Performing Arts 
I tp / The Chicago Brass Quintet, September 10 
George Mauer, Pianist, October 15 
John Pizarelli, Jazz Musician, November 13 
The Nutcracker, Ballet Theatre Pennsylvania, December 4 
Minneapolis Gospel Sound, February 9 
Y~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Season Tickets available now at the Union Ticket Office or order by phone at 
581-5122. Student Season Ticket $17, General Public $34. 
Eastern 
Illinois 
- University 
BoARD OF GoVERNORS UNJVERSmES 
1111 
University Board 
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Down In It 
DJ Kevin Kramer play$ music for the masses 
Many people only dream of owning their own 
business. Especially a business that involves going to 
parties and playing loud music. 
But for 24-year-old Eastern student Kevin Kramer, 
that dream became a reality when he was 18. Now, 
six years later, his disc jockey business is booming 
and he doesn't see an end in sight. 
Kramer started spinning records, or more accu-
rately, playing compact discs , when he was in high 
school. The disc jockey scheduled to play at his high 
school dance didn't show, and Kevin was asked to 
play some of his own discs. There has been no stop-
ping him since . 
He has since started a disc jockey business called 
CitySound. For business, Kramer has enough elec-
tronic equipment to play five shows in one night. 
What's in it for Kramer? "I get off on making peo-
ple dance," he said. "Making people dance is a chal-
lenge. 
"Every dance you go to is a different situation and 
if you can find music they like, you've accomplished 
your goal," he said. 
In order to have enough of the right kind of music 
to suit a wide variety of tastes , Kramer has collected 
over 1,000 compact discs. 
He said he determines what type of music to play 
by just "going to a party and feeling it out. " 
But sometimes something is wrong and the audi-
ence just isn 't dancing . "The hardest part of (disc 
jockeying) is playing the right music," Kramer said. 
"Anybody can go in and play music, but to make 
people dance is difficult. " 
Kramer said that to be successful, the music must 
ix; the songs must blend well . You can't play some-
ing real hard and fast and then play a song that's 
ow, he said. 
"There is an art to it," Kramer said, "but I don't 
consider myself an artist. " 
Dave Isbell , owner of Roe's Tavern, 410 Sixth St., 
estimated that if all the money Kramer had spent on 
equipment and compact discs was added together, it 
uld be enough to buy a house . 
According to Isbell, Kramer buys quality equip-
ent, which makes a difference in the quality of 
d. "He didn't decide to be a dj and then go to 
WallyWorld and buy a Sound Design stereo and say, 
'Hey, now I'm a dj,"' he said. 
Kramer said his favorite part of disc jockeying is 
Kevin Kramer 
his Friday night alternative rock show at Roe's. He 
said his show is popular with Eastern students 
because there is nothing else like it around. 
"The alternative rock show gives people a chance , 
people who enjoy something different, to go out and 
listen to music they want to listen to. It's a place to 
go and let your emotions go," Kramer said. 
"What I play on alternative night is not main-
stream - you can't hear it on the radio." 
Kramer said another reason his alternative night is 
so popular is because Charleston is "waking up. " 
"With all the new music coming out , and with 
bands like The Blue Meanies and GoatBoy , the 
whole music scene is different ," he said . "It's a 
shame you can't hear something you like every night 
of the week." 
Isbell said Kramer's show is so popular because he 
takes his business seriously . "Kevin is not the person 
who wanted to be a dj to pick up girls ," he said. 
"Kevin just knows what to play. He knows what 
this particular marketing field in the alternative rock 
scene is looking for." 
Kramer plays music from such artists as Nitzer 
Ebb, Nine Inch Nails, Front 242, My Life With the 
Thrill Kill Cult, Depeche Mode, The Greatful Dead, 
The Doors, Jimi Hendrix and others. In addition to 
the music, Roe's alternative night fetaures a laser 
light show, featuring laser, helicopter ahd UFO lights. 
The lasers Kramer uses are run through a cable 
and into the mixing board, which create shapes on 
the walls and floors that move to the beat of the 
music. 
Kramer uses a low-power laser that can only be 
seen in a cloudy atmosphere, which he achieves with 
a fog machine that pumps out a pink smoke. 
"There are more powerful lasers that you don 't 
need smoke for, but you have to have a license for 
each show to use them. It seems like more of a has-
sle than it would be worth," he said. 
Kramer also plays a lot of fraternity and sorority 
parties, in Charleston and Champaign, as well as 
wedding receptions . He has played in seven states in 
~ the Midwest and travels almost every weekend to 
Chicago, Indianapolis or St. Louis. 
On nights when CitySound has more than one 
show, Kramer sub-contracts shows to other disc jock-
eys that he thinks can match his quality. Tim 
Manning, Mark Mongee, John Powell, Brian "Rabbi" 
Schulman and Dustin Swigart, all Eastern students, 
are regular substitutes for Kramer. Schulman plays 
the alternative rock night at Stu's on Wednes-days 
for CitySound. 
Kramer said being a disc jockey has been interest-
ing. "You always meet interesting people, wherever 
you go." 
He also said the business has been a learning 
experience for him . "One time, I played a party , 
many moons ago , that they told me was in 
Bloomington, which is about an hour from (Charles-
ton) ," Kramer said. "So I drove out there , went to 
the hotel and found nothing was going on . So I 
made some calls and found out the part;-_,was in 
Bloomington, IN - that put me three and a half 
hours behind schedule ." 
Kramer emphasized that his business is a lot more 
than just going to parties; he has a lot of phone calls 
to make, contracts to write and equipment to buy 
and take care of. His business, plus going to school, 
takes up a lot of his time , which, he said, doesn't 
leave much time for a social life. 
There 's also a chance of burn out , he said . 
"During the school year, I play from Tuesday through 
Saturday night." 
He plans to continue disc jockeying for another 
four or five years. "After I graduate, I plan to get a 
job and (disc jockey) on the side. " 
' ' 
There is an art to it, but I don't consider 
myself an artist. 
,,, 
Photo by 
Sarah Antonio 
You Don't Have 
To Be 
"Rolling In 
The Dough" 
Call 345-2844 
$2.00 Off Any Large Pizza Delivered 
with coupon 
Kevin Kramer; disc jockey 
RA NIT RU H 
LAST CHANCE REGISTRATION 
August 27 & 28 in Residence Halls 
From 4·:30 to 6:30 or Contact Student 
.Activit.ies office at 581-3967 
* COMPLETE RUSH SCHEDULE IN FRIDAY'S PAPER * 
$22.17 /hour. Pro1essional compa-
ny seeks students to sell popular, 
college "party" T-shirts, (includes 
tye-dyes). Choose 1rom 12 
The Daily Eastern News designs . 1991 /92 average 
cannot be responsible for $22.17/hour. Sales over twice 
more than on.e day's incor- average first month. Orders 
rect insertion. Report errors shipped next day. Work on con-
immediately at 581-2812. signment wino financial obligation 
A corrected ad will appear or purchase tor $5.95/up. (Visa, 
in the next edition: M<;; accepted) Call free anytime 
All classified advertising 1-800-733-3265. 
MUST meet the 2 p.m. 9/8 
deadline to appear in the Farm help wanted. Work around 
next day's publication. Any classes. Start at $4.15/hour. Call 
946-4210 or 948-5308. 
ads processed AFTER 2 9/4 
Need durable lo1t at reasonable 
price. Call 581-8091 . As 1or Laura 
or Lisa. 
__________ 8/31 
ACRO-\MPS NEEDED URGENT-
LY - 3 FEMALE GYMNASTIC 
INSTRUCTORS. CALL DR . 
SCOTT CRAWFORD 581-6363 
(W) OR 348-0443 (H). 
__________ 8/31 
Transfer student needs place to 
live for Fall semester only. Please 
call Steve 618-548-2886. 
p.m. will be published in Reliable, part-time farm help. 
the following days newspa- Experience required . Reply to Female Roommate Wanted. Non-
per. Ads ' tANNOT be can- .~45-4030. smoker. Nice apt. $175.00 per :1/b:!J~d;AIJ!E'IP't>h'e·,z ;p:m. ~ 1 • 8/31 mo. 345-1520. 
o~Jl~-rllOd f i.J rl ; ,wo o Jrl~aie great money in your extra "r 8128 
.;, .. 1 ,_,ctarisi~~_511 .af,s rrmst1b(~ ! t 11tiQW as~~mepre!sentativ'e foF-'the1, t" Wanted· 2 or -~ subleasers to 
paid in actvance. On y . , Conegiat.e lnV\lS1r\]e[lt..-'.'ssoi:;ia- r share 3 b~droom q.pt. .A.C. Fur-
accounts with established tion. Minn. time required. Great nished: Call Dennis 345-5215. 
credit may be billed. opportunity to make extra money ' 8128 
All Advertising submit- and add good experience to Female Roommate needed. Nice 
ted to The Daily Eastern resume. For details call 708-533- Apt. close to campus. Call Kim, 
News is subject to approval 0765. 345-4989 9/3 __________ 8/31 
and may be revised, reject- ,...,V-o~lu_n_t-ee_r_s_n_e_e_d_e_d_w_h_o_are 1 SUBLEASOR AT 506 MON-
ed, or canceled at any time. 
studying in any human services ROE AVE. GREAT APT. FUR-
The Daily Eastern News field to participate one time a NISHED 348-5340 $125 PER 
assumes no liability if for month on a Behavior Manage- MO. 
any reason it becomes nee- ment/Human Rights committee __________ 8/31 
essary to omit an advertise- for developmentally disabled 
ment. adults . For more information 
DIRECTORY 
SERVICES OFFERED 
TRAVEL 
TRAININ<i/ScHOOLS 
HELP WANTED 
WANTED 
ADOPTION 
RIDES/RIDERS 
ROOMMATES 
FOR RENT 
FOR SALE 
LOST &.. FOUND 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
please call 345-4120-ask for Car-
rie. 
__________ 9/3 
Charleston Recreation Dept. is 
accepting applications for an 
enthusiastic gymnastics instructor 
and an energetic dance instruc-
tor! Apply at the Ree. Office, 520 
Jackson (on the square). 
__________ 8/31 
Taking applications for lunch 
hours MWF. Must be available 
11 :15-12:30. Charleston Dairy 
Queen. 20 State Street. 
9/9 
~M~O~D~E~L~S~~N=E=E=D~E~D,--~fo_r_f all 
semester. Male or Female .. Apply 
at FAA 216. 
__________ 9/2 
Need 2 males to share 3 bed-
room home at 811 4th St. Wash-
er, dryer, dishwasher, & garbage. 
Furnished. $160 per person per 
month plus security deposit. 1 O 
mo. lease. (217) 486-6426. 
,..-..,,~-------~8128 
2 Bedroom Apartment - 112 block 
from EIU campus. Call Glenn 
Fredeick at 217-345-5022. 
__________ 8127 
4 BR HOUSE, ALMOST ON 
CAMPUS. 4 PERSONS OR 
FAMILY. EXCELLENT CON!Jl-
TION . PKG/TRASH INCL. NO 
PETS. 345-9629 AFTER 5:00. 
__________ 8/31 
Need upperclass female to sub-
lease ( 1-year) at McArthur Manor 
Apartments 913 Fourth St. Phone 
345-2231 . 
-=-=~~---~--12/11 
2 Bedroom upstairs apartment 
carpeted with A/C. Deposit and 
lease required. No pets. 345-
6011 Before 5. 345-9462 after 
5:30. 
__________ 8/31 
5 BEDROOM HOUSE FUR-
NISHED individuals/group 
$140/each. 715 9th Street. 348-
5937. 
__________ 8/27 
Clean 3-4 bedroom apartment. 3-
4 people. Washer/dryer hookup. 
Water and garbage included . 
345-4494. 
=---c-~~------,..-9/1 
Remodeled large apt. one bock 
from -Old main for 1 , 2 o,r 3 stu-
dents. Low utilities. 345-7233. 
_______ ___ 8/28 
Mini storage for rent by the 
month. Apartment Rentals 820 
Lincoln St. phone 348-7746. 
,...,,------~-~12/11 
Microwave ovens for rent $59 for 
9 months plus $10 deposit. Apart-
ment Rentals 820 Lincoln St. 
phone 348-7746. 
_________ 12/11 
FOR RENT - 1 BR APART-
MENTS. ON SQUARE, EXTRA 
LARGE, HARDWOOD FLOORS, 
PARTIALLY FURNISHED, UTILI-
TIES PAID. CALL 345-4336. 
__________ 8128 
3 BR house 912 Division , 
Charleston , partially furnished , 
large kitchen & backyard. Avail-
able Immediately, females only. 9 
or 12 month lease 948-5318. 
4 bedside cabinets $10.00 each. 
Call Jeff at 345-3866. 
_________ 12/11 
3 1/2 ft. high, 2 ft. deep refrigera-
tor for sale. Call 348-1064. 
__________ 8/28 
The !:' _ N 
oauy LaStern ews ACROSS 27 Droop 51 Compositor 
CLASSIFIED Ao FORM 
Name: _______________ _ 
Address: _ ____________ _ 
Phone: StudentsD Yes D No 
--------
Dates to run _____________ _ 
Ad to read: 
Under Classification of:-------------
Expiration code (office use only) _________ _ 
Person accepting ad _____ Compositor ____ _ 
no. words/days Amount due:$ ____ _ 
Payment: D Cash D Check D Credit 
Check number 
20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consecutive day 
thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first day. 10 cents per word 
each consecutive day. 15 word minimum. Student ads must be paid in advance. 
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS 
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered libelous 
or in bad taste. 
1 Taste 
&Trash 
t1 Hectic routine 
13 French waiters 
15 Monkshood 
t6 World Series 
losers: 1991 
t7 Lawyer's 
document 
11 "--My Swiss," 
1925 song 
20"--
Miserables" 
21 Exist 
22 Noises 
23 Drones 
25Message 
received 
P.M. WTW0-2 WCIA-3 WAND-7, 17 ESPN-24 USA-26 
6:00 News News News SportsCenter MacGyver 
6:30 Inside Edition Ent. Tonight Married ... NFL Tonight 
7:00 Different World Top Cops Who's the Boss? Football: Saints vs Murder, 
7:30 Growing Pains Dolphins She Wrote 
8:00 Cheers Street Stories Homefront Movie: 
8:30 Win s The Border 
9:00 LA Law Bodies of Evidence Prime Time 
9:30 Live 
28 Byron poem 
29 Fragments 
30 B. Lancaster 
film, with "The": 
1956 
32 Be suitable 
35 Where Brunei is 
36 Ocala's st. 
39 Honshu port 
40 Author Barstow 
41 Asset 
42 Baseballer Mel 
43 Fr. holy woman 
44 Trombones, to 
jazzmen 
45 Those in control 
so Beneficiary 
52 Lincoln's second 
Secretary of War 
53 Event at 
Tanglewood 
54 Singer John 
55About10 
gallons, in 
Europe 
DOWN 
1 Dockworkers' 
activity 
2 Star of 
"Gunsmoke" 
3 Poker openers, 
sometimes 
4Vlll 
s Coral formation 
& Bulb units 
7 A Guthrie 
8 Disfigure 
9Vessel's 
capacity 
10 Matriculated 
11 White-water 
producers 
12 Baldness 
13 C .l.A. head 
14 Lord Peter 
Wimsey's 
creator 
1e School song 
23 Reagan's first 
Secretary of 
State 
24 Samovar 
WGN-10, 9 WILL-12, 12 LIFE-13 
Night Court 
Andy Griffith 
Copacabana Ill. Gardener LA Law 
This Old House 
New Expressions Movie: 
Shame 
Mys\ery! 
1984 Cutlass Cierra, 53 ,OOO 
miles, 2DR, blue, loaded, $4,500 
345-6861. 
_________ 12/11 
Dorm-size Refrigerator tor sale. 
$65.00 Call 345-3201 after 3:30. 
~--------_.8/28 
TWIN , EXTRA LONG MAT-
TRESS , BOXSPRING, 
PORTABLE FRAME BED. 
$65.00 CALL CHRIS 345-9422. 
__________ 8127 
36" round solid maple butcher 
block table with one chair. Apt. 
size. $125.00 234-7117. 
=--~-.,.--=--cc----=-~-8/31 
For sale '85 Dodge Colt/creme 
cheap transportation-Good Condi-
tion! $1200. obo 348-7864 Christa. 
_____ ____ 12/11 
Couch $50, double bed; mattress 
. plus· box spring, $50 .. 345-1160 or 
Great Botany tool phototron. Br 
new . Can grow whatever 
want. $150 or OBO. Jay 348-51 
_________ 1 
Lost brown tri-fold wallet w· 
& credit cards. 348-0184. 
Lost: Red mountain bike. 
seen near Hardees. Rew 
found. Call 348-5108 
PRICED TO MO 
DORM FRIDGE 
34?:2_564. . - •. J ( ·., . 
-,-~~~~-----8/2~1 ' 
1988 Ford Festiva, one-owner, ·· 
low mileage $3250. 1985 Chevro-
let Celebrity, one-owner automat-
ic, air $2750. 345-4471 
________ 12/11 
1978 Honda Hawk, CB400. $450 
obo. Great condition. Call 348-
1105. 
$25 till May '93 
Free Delivery 
345-7083 
ARMY ROTC WILL have LAB at 3 p.m. Thursday by the Camp 
Pond. Welcome Back! See you at the Pond today in BDU's for Batt 
ion Organization. 
CHRISTIAN CAMPUS FELLOWSHIP will host a beach party at 7 p. 
Thursday at the Christian Campus House located south of Laws 
Hall. Water balloon volleyball, free snacks, and a campfire. Everyone· 
welcome! For rides or more info., call 3450-6990. 
EIU DANCERS HAVE cancelled mtg. Thursday. They will meet a\ 
p.m. Sept. 3, Thursday in the Dance Studio. 
PLEASE NOTE: Campus clips are run free of charge one day only 
any event. All Clips should be submitted to The Daily Eastern N 
office by noon one business day before the date of the event. Exam 
an event schedule for Thursday should be submitted as a Campus 
by noon Wednesday. (Thursday is the deadline for Friday, Saturday 
Sunday event.) Clips submitted after deadline WILL NOT be publis 
No clips will be taken by Phone. Any Clip that is illegible or cont · 
conflicting information will not be run. 
17 
19 
22 
39 
42 
45 
50 
S2 
54 
25 Mother of Zeus 
26 Hockey great 
28 Turner of 
fflmdom 
29 Fleece 
30 Seoul G.I. 
31 Sly - - fox 
32 Areas in cafes 
33 Art lover 
37 Building boards 
38 Declare 
40 Violinist from 
Russia 
41 Gambol 
43 Syncope 
441deate 
4CS Pub order 
47 Cartoonist 
Soglow 
4CS U.S. humane 
org. since 1866 
49 Disney movie: 
1982 
34 Gridiron pass 
36 Praise effusively 
Fox 8, 55 DISC-9 WEIU-29, 51 TBS-15 
Night Court Open for Business Baseball: 
Simpsons arriers Disney Expos at Bra 
Martin G.I Diary 
The Heights Beyond 2000 Little House 
Star Trek Coast to Coast Combat Baseball: 
Movie: 
10:00 News News SportsCenter Golf World News Being Served? Thirtysomething WKRP Natural World Theater Never a Dull 
10:30 M•A•s•H Love Connection Series Dennis Miller Movie Arsenic Hall Moment 
11 :00 Current Affair Johnny B Film 
11 :30 Gary Shandling 
' -- ·-- ... -- ,... ____ -- -·- __ _..... --
--- .. ___ ......... ___ .. ___. 
• A "A 'II 9 
-
....... . .... ...- ~,.,.. 
___ ,... ... 
... t r • •• ...... ,, ... ;-.._,,. .... ..... ~ . ...... , !,._ ______ ... _ --- - ----------
__ ,.. _______ 
~ --
__ ,......_ ___ 
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Wright State loses key players from last year's team 
Editor's note: 
This is the second in a series of 
previews of Eastern Illinois' 
soccer opponents in the Mid-
Continent Conference for the 
1992 season. 
By RYAN GIUSTI 
Staff writer 
Last year Wright State went 
on a hot streak at the end of the 
season, winning six of its last 
seven games, only to fall a half 
game short of the Mid-Conti-
nt Conference championship. 
The Raiders may be hard 
essed to repeat that perfor-
ance this year after losing 
Continent Conference. 
"We got off to very bad start 
but had a lot of character," 
Wright State coach Greg 
Andrulis said. "We knew we 
were a better team than our 
record, we were just very 
unlucky. We had a lot of 
injuries early and without a lot 
of depth we weren't able to 
overcome it. Once we got our 
11 best guys on the field, we 
were a very good team." 
C( 
end of the season. Jeff Winter-
berger, Brett Becker, Dan LaBi-
anca and transfer Shane Jeanf-
reau are all new faces on the 
Raider's roster this year and 
could heip them repeat last 
year's performance. 
Another trouble spot for 
Wright State is goalie. But the 
problem is not lack of talent, 
but who will start. The Raiders 
have two quality goalies and 
Andrulis has the pleasant prob-
lem of deciding who will start. 
Sophomores John Mers and Bill 
Hambrook are battling each 
other in the pre-season to see 
who will earn that right. 
their top four scorers from 
991, a quartet that accounted 
or 63 percent of the team's 
ense. 
Wright State started last sea-
n with a 4-8-1 record because 
f some costly injuries to key 
The late surge by the Raiders 
was mainly because of the 
efforts of four seniors. Neil 
Chandler, Brian Waltersheide, 
Errol Douglas and Jim Thomp-
son were all seniors on that 
team and were the top four scor-
ers respectively for Wright 
State. 
Chandler put 12 shots into 
the oppositions net on the year 
and led the Raiders with 31 
points. Waltersheide added nine 
goals and 24 points to finish as 
the schools all-time leading goal 
scorer at the Division I level. 
Douglas and Thompson com-
bined for 10 goals and 32 
points. A fifth senior starter, 
Gregg Marlow, will also not 
return from last year's team. 
enjoyed last year. When he dis-
covered that Northern Illinois 
coach Willy Roy picked Wright 
State to finish first in a Mid-
Continent Conference pre-sea-
son poll, Andrulis was sur-
prised. 
competitive, but I don't think 
we have the personnel or the 
experience to put us over the 
top." 
"It's really a very good battle 
right now, their both pushing 
each other and there's no clear 
winner yet," Andrulis said. 
"John Mers started most of the 
games last year and Bill Ham-
brook was his back up . Ham-
brook probably has a little bit of 
an edge right now but we'll 
have to wait and see how they 
do in the games. I think we'll be 
pretty solid back there." 
layers. But when the Raiders 
eeled, they came back with a 
engance winning six of their 
mal seven games. Their only 
setback in that span was a 3-2 
loss to Eastern. 
Andrulis will return six 
starters and what he considers a 
good group of new players. 
Jochen Friedhofer and Jeff 
Clark tied for third on team in 
goals scored last year with five 
each and both will be returning. 
The Raiders climbed near the 
p of the Mid-Continent with a 
I conference record but fin-
shed second behind Akron, 
hich ended conference play 6-
. Akron has since left the Mid-
Andrulis, in his seventh sea-
son as Wright State coach, said 
it may be hard to duplicate the 
conference success the Raiders 
"I don't know why anyone 
would think that," Andrulis 
said. "We graduated five start-
ing seniors and graduated all of 
our goals. We're very young I 
don't know why people would 
pick us to win. We're basically 
in a re-building year. "My 
personal pick would be Eastern 
Illinois. I certainly don't put us 
up at No. I. We'll always be 
"Hopefully those two guys 
can do some things for us early 
in the year until the freshmen 
come around," Andrulis said. 
Andrulis has brought in four 
new players that he thinks could 
step into starting roles by the 
The Raiders will have a tough 
start to the season, playing their 
first four games on the road. 
Wright State will not see East-
ern until Oct. 9 when the 
Raiders play host to the Pan-
thers in Dayton, Ohio. 
TICIPATION PACKETS ARE 
AVAILABLE IN ROOM 201 
IVERSITY UNION. 
9/4 =E~N~T~IO~N;-;--H,.,..:;::07M~E~C~O~M=ING 
MITTEE: THERE WILL BE 
MANDATORY MEETING 
NIGHT AUGUST 27 AT 7 
. IN ROOM 201 IN THE UNl-
RSITY UNION . . ALL CO-
IRS MUST ATTEND. 
....-------8127 
CANOE, CANOE, CANOE!!! 
River Runs @ CANOE LIMITED 
For Info & Resv. call: 923-2707 
(M-F 6-9pm) 
_________ 9/4 
FANTASY FOOTBALL LEAGUE! 
YOU DRAFT THEM, YOU 
COACH THEM. PAYTON , UNl-
TAS, DITKA, BUTKUS, SAYERS, 
ETC. CALL 581-5405. 13 TEAMS 
LEFT. 
_________ 8127 
lvin and Hobbes 
f>... G<::iSO 'S\.\\R\ 
l\JR~<; mt. 
"ttt.r..Rt.R IN.ID 
f>... WA.LKll-.IG 
coRR:iR~~ 
'a\LU3C>ARD .' 
lnternship available immediately 
through the College of Business 
at local American Family Insur-
ance agency. 3 credit hours. Ask 
for Rich 345-9181. 
9/2 
~H~A=p=p~Y~B~I R~T~H~D~A~Y~T~O OU R 
COOL-EYED SKATER BUDDY! 
HAVE A LOLAPALOOZA BIRTH-
DAY , KEVIN! LOVE , LARA , 
MEGAN, AND LADONNE 
_________ 8127 
NOW is your chance to apply to be 
one of the students chosen to sit 
on one of the many boards and 
councils at Eastern. Apply in Rm. 
201 in the Union, 8:30 a.m.-4:30 
p.m. Don't miss your chance! 
_________ 8128 
Keep that summer tan. 1 O ses-
sions $23.00. Jamaican tan -
348-0357 . 4p .m. - 9p .m. Bring 
this ad for free tan w/pkg . 
_____ ca8/24,26,27,28 
by Bill Watterson 
II SA'i~ Tu \\.\E WORLD, 'iO\J'D ADl'lllT 0\-I 'S\JR( . 
rn~Slt--\G 
?RoD\JCIS 6 
nw. AllltR\Cl>-N 
" l"'.'i \QENTIT'I I'S '3'J WRl>-PP't.0 n-lA.1 ? 
\JP ll'-l W\.\lff I 13\JY n-lf>... T . 
I \'AID \\.\E. COMPANY TO 
AtNt.RTI S£ ITS PRoO\JCTS .1 " 
I 
WA'{ TO 
D<PRt:SS 
l~Dl\J\\lUl>.1.JT'/ . 
0 
i~N 
.. 
CIRCULATION 
PERSONNEL 
Needed for 
The Daily 
Eastern News 
contact: Joe Danek 
off. 581-2812 
Home 345-4252 
---'--------·----..I-------~------,_i.. _____ ----""------- -----
Attention Students: Students 
Gov't. is looking for students to 
sit on university boards and 
councils including Sports & 
Recreation , Health Service. Uni-
versity Union and many others. 
Now is your chance to apply. to 
sit on one of these boards-Rm. 
201 in the Union, 8:30 a.m.-4 :30 
p.m. 
_________ 8/28 
Seize the moment, the day, the 
year. .. apply now to be a Student 
member on a university board or 
council during the '92-'93 school 
year. Pick up an application in 
Rm. 201 in the Union. 8:30 a.m.-
4:30 p.m. 
=--=---,,---=---,...,-----..,.8128 
The Daily Eastern News classi-
fieds work for you . 581-2812 
_________ ha-00 
'SELL SHORT 
SAVE LONG' 
It's the 1 for $1 deal! 
The Daily Eastern News 
I I-. will .rt1rryour·"-, 0 lnorr·(cS I 
CLASSIFIED AD 
for 1 day for $1 * 
•10 words ONE DAY is $1.00 
*THE 1 FOR $1 IS AVAILABLE TO ANY NON-COMMERCIAL INDIVID-
UAL WHO WISHES TO SELL AN ITEMS OR ITEMS (MAX. OF 3 
ITEMS). ALL ITEMS MUST BE PRICED . 
Name: _________________ _ 
Address: ________ Phone: ______ _ 
Dates to run __________ _ 
Message: (one word per line) 
Under Classification of: FOR SALE Person accepting ad ___ _ 
Expiration code (office use only) ____ Compositor ___ _ 
_ _ .No.words/days _______ .Amount due:$ ____ _ 
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Offense to ignite Sycamores ~tbskeJler Editor's note : This is the third 
in a series of previews of 
Eastern Illinois' Gi:Jtewav 
Conference football opponents 
for the I 992 season. 
By KEN RYAN 
Spor\s editor 
Inldiana State's Derrick 
Franklin rushed for a school 
record 1,505 yards and scored 
12 touchdowns last season, so 
it's only obvious to think that 
with his departure the offense 
would be the main concern of 
head coach Dennis Raetz and 
his Sycamores. 
That is not the case, however, 
according to Raetz. 
"Our main concern revolves 
around defense," Raetz said. 
"We have some positions that 
need to be filled on defense. 
Our offense and special teams 
should be solid." 
One reason Raetz is so opti-
mistic about his offense is 
junior quarterback Kip Hennelly 
is back. Hennelly is the first 
returning starter at the quarter-
back position for the Sycamores 
since 1989. 
PRICED TO MOVE 
DORM FRIDGES 
·.{ff}&, ····''""' l·. 
':::'•'- .-.-.-:·:·>;;;<·»";:·. . 
:.i.-........ 
A LEAGUE OF THEIR OWN 
(PG) 7:00 
HONEY I BLEW UP THE KID 
(PG) 7:15 
THURSDAY 
STEAK NIGHT 
8 Oz. Choice 
Charbroiled Sirloin, 
Homemade Fries, Slaw $6.95 . 
1Mroflf ·01tArr 
DAY 
All Imports Drafts 
51.50 
Whatney's Red Barrell 
Guinness, Harp and 
Double Diamond Ale 
Kitchen Hours 
Mon.-Sat. t 1 a.m-9p.m. 
• 
BarHours 
tt l [v1S4) a.m. - a.m. 
Last season Hennelly, who 
transferred from- Eastern after 
his freshman season, took over 
the starting quarterback spot 
after the sixth game and has 
been there ever since. 
and recorded four sacks and 
nine tackles for a loss while 
earning honorable mention all-
conference. Jt Continental Breakfast 
Monday thru Friday 
7:30 a.m. to 10:30 a.m. He connected on 53-114 
passed for 899 yards and five 
touchdowns and broke a school 
record for rushing by a quarter-
back with 463 yards. 
The defense will definitely 
have to come together if the 
Sycamores hope to contend in 
the Gateway Conference this 
year according to Raetz. Grand Q_gening. ~ecial 
Hennelly will have his 
favorite target back this season 
as well. 
Flanker Demetrius Dowler 
made 26 receptions for 479 
yards and six touchdowns a year 
ago. 
Raetz said it's hard to get a 
true evaluation of his team from 
just practicing, but believes his 
team will be ready to go once 
the regular season begins. 
"It's hard to tell how the team 
is doing so early because we 're 
playing against ourselves," 
Raetz said. "But I've been 
pleased with the team so far." 
The defensive line for the 
Sycamores will be anchored by 
last year's third leading tackler 
Dyrrah Christon. He recorded 
80 tackles as junior last season 
"Northern low.a has the 
returning personnel, so they 
have to be considered the 
favorite," Raetz said. But after 
them I think the other teams are 
very similar. We will have to 
have a minimum amount of 
turnovers and penalties and play 
intelligently." 
Last year the Sycamores 
nipped Eastern Illinois 16-15 
behind former Eastern quarter-
back Hennelly's performance. 
Hennelly, in his first collegiate 
start, completed I 0-17 passes 
for 159 yards and also ran for 
66 more. 
Indiana State opens up its 
season September 5 with a 6 
p.m. non-conference matchup 
against Big Eight member 
Oklahoma State at Stillwater, 
Oki. 
COFFEE & DONUT$ J 
Located UNIVERSITY UNION 
East Wing--Basement 
Pets & Supplies 
Monday-Friday 10:30-8:00 
Saturday 10:30-6:00 
Sunday 12:00-5:00 
n~ m~ 41h SI. 
Madison Street 
ltJ~j}]j] 
Petro pies 
In Avenue 
8th 
St. 
15th & Madison 348-1018 
~'1i1 ht1d sean fit11e -tt4c.K/ b~fore, 't ~ 
;:;;~.:.:.....:.:.;.c:;:::~~---=---===-.~-====--=-c:::::::~~ 
I. LARGE PIZZA 
with Cheese 
r ;-;REE PEPSIS with: I MEDIUM PIZZA 
1, w~ C~4 22~ Crust 
I --oR-
MEDIUM PAN I / ...... I , / -Cffi\ 15w;th22·· I Cffi\ 
l~ __ ___..I_ ~ 
~ 
~ 
c 
"> 
'°' :::!. 
"°' ::r 
-\-
~ 
C>-
a' 
3 
-i TERRIFIC ruESM yS!\ 
Dinner for THREE: 
LARGE CHEESE PIZZA 
with 32oz. of PEPSI I 
---T-U-ESDAYS ONLY ... -~ 
STUDENT SURVIVAL KIT (OFFER MAY EXPIRE WITHOUT NOTICE) ADDITIONAL TOPPINGS AVIALABLE . 
OFFER GOOD AT LISTED LOCATIONS ONLY. NO LIMIT ON PIZZAS. NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER OFFER. MUST MENTION COUPON WHEN ORDERING. 
. . ' 
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Volleyball How Does Fast Food 
Breakfast Strike You? * Continued from page 12 
next season, it shouldn't affect 
recruiting for the following season 
because she will not use up all the 
scholarships. 
'Tm only planning on bringing 
in three kids," Ralston said. 
"(Green) basically has to decide 
by January because I don't want 
her practicing all spring if she is 
not going to be with us next fall 
because that is preventing some-
body else from getting practice 
time. 
Although Ralston doesn't see 
Green in next year's plans, she 
did say there were some other pos-
sibilities why she might return. 
"Things could also be deter-
mined on what happens this year 
too," Ralston said. "If for some 
reason she had an injury and 
missed a lot this year, maybe she 
would want to come back and play 
another year. 
"Hopefully, she'll have another 
BASH WEEK 
At Christian Campus Fellowship 
2231 S. 4th St. 
just Behind Lawson 
345-6990 For more info or rides 
THURSDAY, AUGUST 27TH 
Beach Party 7 p.m. 
Water Balloon Volleyball, FREE 
Snacks 
FRIDAY, AUGUST 28TH 
Praise Party 7 p.m. 
Worship Band &.. Singing 
-Microwave Rentals-
$59 - 9 months 
MICROWAVE 
D 
Just send a $10.00 deposit in check or money order for each appliance. 
NAME.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
HOME ADDRESS _________ _ 
CAMPUS ADDRESS ________ _ 
Carlyle Rentals 
820 Lincoln 
Charleston, IL 61920 
348-7746 
The 
• 1992 - · 1993 • 
Calendar Book 
• UB. athletic. and theatre events 
• campus phone directory 
•academiccalendars I ON SALE NOW I 
• room for daily notes • th 
• all for only $41 1n e 
Ill . . Union Ticket Office Communications 
• 
• 
Susie <.ireen 
successful year like she did last 
year which will be great. If she 
doesn't, then maybe that will pro-
vide her some incentive to come 
back." 
If You're Tired of 
Breakfast in a Styrofoam Box · · 
Try What's Gookin Next Time: ,; · 'I•'" 
We Fix it to order & even put it on a real plate. 
U/MtA_~ 
1111nr11rt~nr 
7 th & Madison • Charleston • 345-7 427 
Carry out Available 
Anyone can Read 
The Sports! 
Be the one who 
Writes it! 
The Daily Eastern News 
is looking for 
Sports Reporters ..., 
Call Ken Ryan or Keith Farrol 
at 581-2812 for Details 
THE MEN OF 
PI KAPPA ALPHA . 
Would Like To Congratulate Their New Initiates 
MIKE GALLAGHER 
MIKE DANIHEL 
ERIC CHRISTIANSON ==~='.::l 
ERIC DUFERN 
ERICH KROLL 
PETE CLANCY 
VINCE RICCIARDI 
MIKE MANN 
JOHN PAJAUSKAS 
SAM BAKER 
T.J. POCOCK 
0 Spring 1992 Class Gamma Eta 0 
COMMITMENT TO 
EXCELLENCE 
Tough schedule ahead for Eastern football tea 
By R.J. GERBER 
Staff writer 
When taking a glance at 
Eastern 's 1992 football schedule 
one might become a bit intimidat-
ed with some of the names which 
appear on that list. 
Besides the usual Gateway 
€~n:fierence ; ·rivalries, · which 
tJWluCte~ r©>J~~helming preseason 
league :favorite Northern> Iowa,1.the 
Panthers will visit Youngstown 
State and Marshall University -
the 1991 NCAA Division I-AA 
National Champions and runner-
up, respectively. 
According to NCAA power rat-
ings, which use opponents' 
records from the previous season 
against teams at the I-AA level or 
above, the Panther schedule is the 
sixth toughest in the country. 
Eastern 's opponents' record from 
1991 is 60-51-2, a .540 winning 
percentage. The most difficult 
schedule in the country belongs to 
pefen'nial power Georgia 'Southern, 
followed by Texas Southern, 
McNeese State, Western Carolina 
and Appalachian State. 
Eastern opens at Austin Peay on 
Sept. 5 then heads to Huntington, 
W. Va., the next Saturday for a 
matchup with the Thundering 
Herd of Marshall University - a 
game which will be broadcast live 
on WEIU-TV. 
Marshall, which returns 15 
starters from an 11-4 1991 cam-
paign, is picked No. l in many 
preseason lists including the 
NCAA Coaches Poll, The 
Sporting News, Street & Smith's 
and The Sports Network. Coach 
Jim Donnan's squad knocked both 
Gateway playoff teams (UNI and 
Western Illinois) out of the nation-
al title hunt last season before 
bowing to Youngstown State in the 
final, 25-17. 
The Penguins of Youngstown 
State went 12-3 last season and 
look to defend their crown this 
year. But Eastern's black cats hope 
to cross Youngstown's path to the 
throne in a Halloween matchup in 
Ohio. Seventh-year head coach 
Jim Tressel has said his squad has 
,~\ 
file photo 
Panther senior Susie Green gets into position while waiting to bump the ball. Although Green still has 
another season of eligibility remaining, she.plans to graduate next spring. 
Volleyball player may be leaving 
By KEITH FARROLL 
Associate sports editor 
Last season Susie Green was 
the go-to player on the Lady 
Panther volleyball team. After 
~ll, she was the only Eastern 
volleyball player to earn 
Gateway Conference honors. 
This season she is expected to 
be one of the high profile play-
ers once again. 
Although she has one more 
year of eligibility remaining, 
Green may not be returning to 
the Lady Panther team. 
"Susie's not planning on 
coming back," Eastern coach 
Betty Ralston said. "She's on 
target to graduate in June. The 
last time I talked to her she 
wasn't coming back. I'm plan-
ning on this being her last sea-
son." 
Ralston would like to have 
Green in the lineup for next sea-
son, but she is not getting her 
hopes up. 
"If she decides to come back 
that would be· great," Ralston 
said. "But I'm not going to 
count on it and be disappointed 
later. 
''I'd like her to come back 
and her dad would like her to 
play for another year. I'm not 
going to be selfish about it. But 
I also understand once she gets 
a degree and she wants to get 
job, that's why she came to col-
lege." 
Academically, Green is a 
senior. She was red-shirted her 
sophomore year because of 
nerve damage in her hitting 
wrist. 
Last season the 5-foot 7-inch 
outside hitter rebounded after 
sitting out the previous year. 
Green led the team with 431 
kills, l, 141 attempts, 499 digs 
and 125 games played and was 
second on the team with .233 
hitting percentage. She was four 
kills shy of breaking the school 
record for most kills in season. 
' 
"I doubt I'll be b.ack next 
year, (but there) may be about a 
five percent chance that I'll be 
back," Green said. 
She said she is going to see 
the results from this year's team 
before making the final decision 
on whether or not to return for 
her fifth year at Eastern. 
"I'll see how this year's team 
goes," Green said. "I think we 
are in an easier conferenc;e and I 
want to finish high this year. I 
like to compete." 
Green said it's too much 
strain mentally and physically 
to go through a season like last 
year when the team finished 12-
21 overall with a 1-8 conference 
record. 
"It's hard to play when we 
have losing seasons like we did 
last year," Green said. "It gets 
frustrating and disappointing. 
It's a lot of time and hard work. 
Ralston said even though 
Green is still not positive on 
* Continued on pa,~e 11 
the ability to repeat and the poll-
sters think so too. Tressel 's team is 
picked third in the nation behind 
Northern Iowa in The Sporting 
News prediction and No. 2 by 
NCAA coaches. 
So, just who is responsible for 
the challenges which Eastern will 
try to overcome outside the 
Gateway this season? One would 
have to look at Eastern Athletic 
Director Mike Ryan. He said there 
are two ways to look at the 1992 
slate. 
"The pessimist would say that 
perhaps we're overmatched, but 
the optimist would say we have 
good team and we could co 
pete," Ryan said. 
No one could credit Ryan ~ 
the Youngstown State conte 
however. That contract was sig 
in 1987 - two years before Ry 
arrived - and who could know 
the 8-4 Penguins of '87 we 
building toward a national tit 
The Marshall deal was inked 
February of 1991. 
, In past years the Gatew 
champion has received a bid to 
playoffs and in most cases the 
ner-up has been selected to the 
team field as well. What effect 
the out-of-league games have 
Eastern in its bid to return to 
playoffs for the first time si 
1989? 
"We've seen enough in bas 
ball that if you play competiti 
against the top teams in the c 
try and lose close ballgame 
helps (in the selection proce 
Ryan said. 
Women tennis team 
to' fill two starting job 
By MATT MAHARG 
Staff writer 
As the women's tennis team prepares to officially begin its sea 
they will be without two players who played an integral part 
Eastern 's success last fall. 
Dawn Brannon and Jill Bachochin have both graduated, leavin 
hole in the lineup for second year coach John Ross to fill. 
"Dawn and Jill will be hard to replace because they virtually w 
good share of our matches last year for the team," Ross said. " 
this means is that the newcomers are going to have to fill the vo· 
but it's not fair for me to expect them to perform as well as Bra 
and Bachochin did right off the bat." 
Because Ross probably won't make the final cuts until around S 
8, he really has no idea who he's going to keep on the team. 
So far, there's eleven people vying for a spot on the te 
However, four spots have already been filled by returnees accor 
to Ross. 
Co-captains Lisa Berg and Theresa Rumage, along with Mel' 
Welch and Samantha Wulfers, provide the Panthers with veteran 
bility. Rumage, entering her junior year, will be playing her no 
position at the No. 1 singles spot. Berg is the lone senior on the t 
while Welch and Wulfers are sophomores. 
Ross said that Wulfers and Rumage will play No. 1 doubles w 
Berg and Welch will compete at No. 2 or 3 doubles. He plans 
keeping eight or nine people. 
"I think before I decide which girls will be kept on the squad, 
continue practicing as a team through the week before Labor 
Ross said. 
Based upon the returning players, Ross said all had improved 
play over the summer. 
"Theresa should be one of the top players in the conference," 
said. "I can't see too many people beating her in singles competi · 
Samantha will be a good No. 2 singles player for us this year." 
Wulfers occasionally played at the No. 1 singles spot last year 
freshman. 
Eastern's tennis schedule includes six dual matches and five t 
naments. Even though the tournaments are more geared toward i 
vidual competition, Ross still maintains the tournaments are 
advantage for the squad. 
"With the NCAA's rule changes this year for tennis, we were 
with 125 days from the start of the season to last us the fall and s · 
season," Ross said. "So by playing in a tournament over a week 
we can provide everybody with roughly six singles matches." 
Eastern 's fall season will open in tournament fashion Sept. 18-1 
the EIU Invitational, with Wisconsin-Green Bay, Illinois-Chicago 
St. Ambrose College of Iowa attending the competition. 
"Each team will play eight singles matches and four doub 
matches in the tournament," Ross said. "More and more schools 
holding these types of tournaments to play in. 
"I look for Wisconsin-Green Bay and Illinois-Chicago to be v 
competitive in the upcoming EIU tournament. The toughest corn 
tion Eastern will face collectively will be at the Ball St. Invitatio 
toward the end of the fall season." 
Being in a new conference makes it difficult to make predictions 
the season, but Ross said he has his sites on a finish in the top half 
the conference. • . . . . ~- ( 
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